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. PREFACE 

Nowadays Turks are trying to make up for past neglect 

~n terms of research into their histories. This was the 

preferred attitude of the republican cadres whom the intelli

gencia were ready to support. In fact, the Ottoman past was a 

constant reminder of distasteful oriental habits in every 

aspect of life. Thanks to the Republican Regime, intelli-

gencia found the opportunity to became respectful Westerners 

with new clothes, new alphabet dressing style, etc. and were 

moreover fortified with the promise of' a better future. 

Then, perhaps as a result of the failure to fulfill 

this promise, Turks felt .the need to research into their 

past. Now, everything was being based on their 'historical 

origins', institutions seek to gain respectability by 

stressing their ancient foundatition dates. On the other hand, 

the need to present 'a historical base' for all subjects 

manifested itself in order'to prove 'serious concern'. about 

the area of interest. 

The following paper aims to look at one .of the Young 

Turks' journals, 'Ter~kki from this critical point of view. 



Terakki manifests the ideas of the Prince Sabahaddin* 

group. Sabahaddin's ideas are always evaluated as the most 

distinct example of Young Turk thought. We will try to 

illustrate that some of Sabahaddin's ideas were common to 

other Ottoman intellectuals in essence. This is the second 

aim of the paper. 

*Sabahaddin was from Ottoman dynastic family through his 
mother. Ottomans called male descendants of the dynasty as 
'Efendi', if they belong to the dynasty through their 
fathers, or as 'Bey' if they belong to the dynasty through 
their mothers. --

Sabahaddin's real status LS Bey. He usually wrote his name 
as Sultanzade Sabahaddin Bey-CSabahaddin Bey, the son of a 
sultan), or as Mehmed Sabahaddin. 

The foreign press used the title of 'Prince' for him, 
'Prince' was supposed as the translation of his dynastic 
status. Then, Turks also used this title and 'Prince' became 
a sort of nickname of Sabahaddin. Therefore, we will use 
this name. 

(Ziya Gokalp called Sabahaddin as inal Sabahaddin. 'inal' LS 

an old Turkish term, those who have sultan mother were 
called as like, among Cetral Asian Turks. 

Z.Gokalp, "ingiliz AhlakL", Kli~lik Mecmua, (23 Ekim 1922, 
pp.1-5) 



INTRODUCTION 

The Young Turk opposition against Abdulhamid II~ is a 

well known phenomenon. The Ottoman intellectuals who fought 

against Hamidian regime abroad,· are generally referred to as 

the 'Young Turks', but in fact, there were some divisions and 

conflicts among them. 

The main division was between Ahmed R~za's and Saba

haddin's groups. Ahmed R~za's oppositional activities began 

in 1889, Paris. He was one of the most important figures in 

the Young Turk movement. 

Prince Sabahaddin came onto the scene in 1900 when he 

sought refuge in Europe with his father and his brother. 

After an attempt to unite all the Young Turks, namely 

in the First Young Turk Congress, a serious conflict emerged 

between these two men and his followers. 

Terakki was the organ of the Te3ebbUs-U Sahsi ve Adem~i 

Merkeziyet Cemiyeti (League of Private Initiative and De

centralization) which was founded after the First Young Turk 

Congress, by Prince Sabahaddin and his followers (1906)(1). 

Sabahaddin was the son of Damad Mahmud Pasha who was 

brother-in-law of Abdulhamid II. The good relations of Damad 

Mahmud Pasha and the Sultan changed after the Pasha's sus

pected involvement in a plot against the Sultan (Iskaliyeri-
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Aziz Bey Komitesi)(2). As a result he was dismissed from the 

Ministry of Justice. His relations with Abdulhamid II worsen

ed after he attempted and failed to arrange the concession of 

the Baghdad Railway for Britain. Then, the Pasha fled to 

Europe in order to opp~se Abdulhamid II, together with his 

sons, Sabahaddin and Llitfullah Beys, in 1900. 

The Pasha's flight created hope for union among Young 

Turks. 

His sons benefited from a good Western type education 

~n their early ages. Also, like their father they were against 

Abdulhamid II's rule. Soon after they fled abroad, Sabahaddin 

and his brother published a manifesto, stating their opposi

tional struggle against the Hamidian regime. This was the 

first political activity of Sabahaddin, whose most important 

political attempt came after: The First Young Turk Congress. 

The aim of the Congress was the union of all the opponents 

to the Hamidian regime. But result was division, as stated 

above, two distinct gropus emerged from this division, Ahmed 

R~za's and Sabahaddin's groups. 

The maln lssues of conflict between them were, de

centralization and foreign interference. Sabahaddin was 

advocating for the use of decentralized administration and 

cooperation with liberal countries against Abdulhamid II. 

Ahmed R~za, on the other hand, favors centralization and self 

determination(3). 

After the Congress, Ahmed R~za constituted the Osmanl~ 
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Terakki ve ittihad Cemiyeti (The Ottoman Progress and Union 

Committee). The others began to publish a newspaper 1n 

Folkstone, the Osmanl~ (Ottoman)(4). At this stage Prince 

Sabahaddin's ideas which subsequently took shape around 

Edmond Demolins' 'science sociale' thought do not seem to 

have crystallized. In his early articles in Osman11 Sabahad

din's ideas seem immature, in comparison with his later 

studies. 

In an article he advocates British friendship simply 

because England was "great democratic" power(5). In another, 

he expresses his admiration for American Society, but he 

describes it with simple concepts like diligence, active life, 

self-r~liance(6). 

Meanwhile Sabahaddin attempted to prepare a revolu

tionary coup against Abdulhamid II, with ismail Kemal Bey and 

Recep Pasha. But, they failed to realize this plan and Saba

haddin went back to Paris, where he continued his intellec

tual activities. 

In 1906, Dr.Bahaddin gakir attempted to unite Young 

Turks and asked for Sabahaddin's programme. But, the groups 

of Ahmed R1za Bey and Prince Sabahaddin never could reconcil

ed with each other, especially the issue of decentralization 

raising conflict, once again. After a long polemic, Sabahad

din founded his own Leauge, and begun to publish a newspaper, 

Terakki, as stated above. Terakki published twenty issues 

till the proclamation of the 1908 constitution. Some of the 
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members of the Leaque were, Dr.Nihad Re§ad, Dr.Sabri, Dr.R1-

fa~ Miralay Zeki, Hliseyin Tosun, Milasl1 Murad, Hliseyin Siret 

and Fazl1 Beys(7). 

This study will deal with Terakki and will consider 

the ideas of Sabahaddin, in order to better explain the ideas 

in Terakki. 
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1- TERAKKt 'S' THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK~ 

Terakki was not a newspaper in the proper sense. It 

was rather a pamphlet which put forw.ard a certain point of 

v1ew concerning the salvation of Ottoman Empire. This fact 1S 

seen all through the Terakki issues which are studied. 

Especially the first issue reflected this character much more 

than the others. First, the ideas which took place in this 

issue will be dealt with as the fundamentals of Sabahaddin's 

and his followers' thought. 

1.1. The Fundamental Ideas in Terakki 

The ma1n purposes of Terakki were stated 1n its first 

1ssue as follows: 

1- To disseminate science sociale among the people and 

translate its literature into Ottoman. 

2- To make the opposition fractions into a body com-

prising all Ottomans. 

3- To preserve Ottoman justice in the country and 

foster the birth of a pro-turc ideology. 

4- To found orderly organizations 1n the needy regions 

of the country(8). 

Then, Sabahaddin's ~rticle entitled "My letters to our 

youth" CGenc;lerimize Mektublar1m) appears in the first page. 

Here Sabahaddin talks about the emergence of an 'intellectual , -

vigilance' in the Ottoman society, based on the Ottomans' 
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relations with the West. He says that, at the end of the 

nineteenth century some educational institutions were 

constituted, as an outcome of these relations. Persons who 

were educated in these institutions and in Western countries, 

stimulated developments in the Ottoman langauge. In spite of 

the institutions of despotic regime, the advances registered 

by the Ottoman language showed the extent of the capability 

of Ottoman society, in the field of intellectual develop-

ment(9). 

" lisan~m~z~n son otuz senelik tarihinin 
tedkiki na~ir-i efkar~ oldugu cemiyetin te
rakkiyatL fikriyeye bliylik bir kabiliyeti 01-
duguna hi~ ~libhe b~rakmaz."(lO). 

At the beginning, this article seems an ordinary 

resume of some developments in the field of westernization of 

the Ottoman Empire. But, according to Prince Sabahaddin, 

these developments are important because they indicate the 

capacity of Ottoman society for intellectual development. Of 

course, it was a reaction against the West which supposed 

that Eastern people were .inferior and incapable of develop-

ment 1n any field. But this reaction is more meaningftil when 

we consider its importance for Sabahaddin's ideas. In order 

to realize his solutions, first, there was need for such 

soci~l capability. Because,as many other Ottoman Intellec-

tuals, Sabahaddin trusted the intellect as a key to Ottoman 

salvation. 

The second article is entitled(Ne~riyat-~ siyasiyye-

miz), "Our Political Literature". Here, Sabahaddin elaborates 
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his ideas. He says that present political literature develop

ed against all pressure and was succesfull to a certain 

extent. At least, it encouraged opposition against the despo

tism of Abdulhamid II. But, what else? The answer to this 

question is negative. Prince Sabahaddin claims that it is far 

from being effective as it ought to be. 

First of all, as it LS also pointed out above, Saba

haddin belives in the power of intellect, so he acclaims the 

importance of the enlightenment of the people. Through this 

enlightenment social development would be realized. According 

to Sabahaddin, the publications of the opposition could not 

fulfill such an important ta£k just by verbally insulting 

the IIbloody despotic regime". The opposition publications 

should be circulated all through the country and should be 

more serious in content. The most important shortcoming ~s 

the absence of "sacred intellectual struggle ll (gaza-L fikri) 

as a basis in Ottoman political literature. Prince Sabahaddin 

felt he had such a base. Such a base have to be scientific, 

casual observations of'the events can not have any valid 

result. Research into society should depend upon a certain 

principle and should be confirmed through experience, 

according to the Prince. 

Then, he uses a metaphor concerning social and medical 

methods to solve the problems. The traditional bonesetter's 

methods are no longer effective for medical problems, because 

they are not based on scientific principles. Modern medicine 

has taken its place. In similar fashion, social problems 
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require solutions based on science(ll). 

Terakki, supports this argument through an example: 

The Russian Revolution. In the article,entit'led "The Social 

Meaning of the Russian the Revolution", revolution of 1905 1S 

seen as an unsuccesfull attempt. The Russians' failure to 

recognize their real problems meant that they could not solve 

it accordingly. This is the task of scientific research of 

the society for Terakki. Just as 1n the case of natural 

sciences in social matters also problems should be left 1n 

the hands of those who can best identify the issues. Only 

they can solve these problems. Science so~iale gave the best 

identification of the social problems(12). 

"Kanun-u tekamlil hadisat-1 tabiiyede oldugu 
kadar hadisat-1 i~timaiyede de hayat1, muhi
tinde en iyi tevafuk eden ellere tevdi' ile 
terakkiyi temin ediynr. Mademki degi§tirmek 
elimizde degil, hedef-i matlube isal edecek 
yol bizde ise onu bir an evvel ke§fedecek 
takibin ~aresine bakma11Y1z . ", i§te ara
d1g1m1z yolu yaln1z fenn-i i~tima ke§fede
bilmi§ oldugu i~in dergi onu vas1ta-1 mlimkline
nin kaffesiyle vatan1m1zda ne§re ~a11§aca
g1z."(l3) . 

The foundations of the ideas which were manifested 1n 

the first issue of Terakki were seen above. Prince Sabahaddin 

first set out to prove the intellectual ability of the Ottomans 

This fact is important because he then claims that social deve] 

opment would be realized through intellectual enlightenment, tc 

a great extent. Under these circumstances, the most important 

task is the discovery of the social problems and their solu-

tions. This is not a simple matter of argument, but rather a 

question of science. To Sabahaddin, social events follow cer-

tain laws like natural events. Therefore, there must be a 
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similar way of discovering those laws. The only reliable way 

is the scientific way, namely science sociale. 

The Russian example shows how science sociale was 

accurate in its analyses. Russian people pursued liberty, 

but they could not recognize that real liberty comes after a 

radical social transformation. political liberty alone has 

no meaning. Their main problem stemmed from their social 

structure which was based on collective property and respon-

sibility. They had to change this structure instead of follow-

ing ideologies like socialism which tended to restore this 

structure in a different form(14). 

"As1rlarca miiddet~ tarihin tesisinden be
ri ayr1 kal1bda d6kiilen mefkureler ba§ka 
bir medeniyete dogru tekamiile ba§lad1kla
r1 halde bile gayri ihtiyari 0 yeni mede
niyetin tabiyat-1 maneviyelerine en teva
fik eden cihetine meylederler."(lS). 

For this reason, Russian revolutionaries tended to 

socialism as a solution. They attempted to change only the 

form of the government, but the problem was deeper, as 

mentioned above. The form of government had no importance(16) 

These are not only the problems of the Russians, but 

they are also valid for the Ottoman Empire, as long as 

science sociale keeps its universal validity. Moreover, these
l 

two countries have many similarities. 

The Main Concepts: Decentralization and Private 

Initiative. 

As stated above, the form of the government 1S not so 
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important from the SC1ence sociale point of .view. This fact 

also gives us a clue about the Terakki' s attitude towards 

the constitutional monarchy which was the most important 

claim of the Ottoman opposition, namely Young Turks. 

Prince Sabahaddin does not see any difference between 

constitutional monarchy and despotism as long as they are 

based on the same social structure. One crucial character of 

the social structure is its administrative apparatus. Saba-

haddin claims that centralization affects every field of the 

society and leads to despotism(17). 

"Bir idare ister bir ki~i taraf1ndan gel
sin 'hliklimdar', ister be~yi.iz ki~i, 'par
lemento' neticelerin ikisi de bir kap1ya 
~1kar: istibdad. Degi~en keyfiyet degil, 
kemiyyet. II (18) . 

Decentralization obviously produces a more effective 

and just rule. Centralization, and the absence of private 

initiative were the ma1n causes of the Ottoman decline. Hence, 

decentralization and private initiative would be the basic 

incentives for social .development(19). 

These two concepts will be seen again and aga1n 1n 

Terakki. They will be more meaningfull, if we first look at 

them within their real theoretical framework, namely within 

the context of Demolins' science sociale thought. 

1.2. Science Sociale and Prince Sabahaddin 

The two French school of sociological thought, the 
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Comte-Durkheim school and the Le Play-Demolins school both 

tended to bring solutions to the social problems of nineteenth 

century France. Both of them were influential on Ottoman 

sociological thought. The Ottoman versions of these two 

schools tended to bring solutions to the problems of Ottoman 

society which were supposed similar to those of France, to a 

certain extent. In fact, The Ottoman versions were pragmatic 

interpretations of the two French schools. The respective 

representatives of these schools were Ziya G5kalp and Prince 

Sabahaddin. 

Parallel to the school from which he was inspired, 

Ziya G5kalp's thought emphasizes the importance of community 

and collective mind. The extent of G5kalp's importance for 

Turkish sociological thought and then on Turkish Republicari 

id~ology roughly related to this basic character of his 

thought. Perhaps, this also can explain the negligence of 

Prince Sabahaddin's ideas. 

As stated above, G5kalp's ideology was inspired from 

Durkheim, to a great extent. We do not know just why he 

chose Durkheim, as the base of his thought. M.E.Erigirgil 

says that first he was interested in Le Play and Demolins, 

but his "ittihat!;~11 (Unionist) friends did not like his con

cern with those individualist ideas(20). In fact, G5kalp was 

~n a state of intellectual ferment and was interested in 

various currents of thoughts as he was looking for a solution 

to the decline of the Ottomans. His final decision Durkheim 

was ~n accordance with widespread influence of positivism on 
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Young Turks' and then on Union and Progress (ittihad ve Te

rakki) ideology. The reason of this influence can be related 

to the very basis of positivist point of view in society, 

namely the idea of social harmony. Some authors cl~im that 

the idea of social harmony was in keeping with the "petty 

bourgeois' dreams of compromise"(2l). 

The debate concerning the "petty bourgeois" origins of 

the Young Turks will not be detailed here, but, one ghould 

also remember that the emphasis of positivism on social har

mony might be attractive for Ottoman intellectuals, for some 

other reason. We all know that social harmony is the target 

of many ideologies and all societies stress social harmony as 

their base. But the Western World could produce social 

theories which accepted and sometimes based itself on social 

contradictions. This was the result of the social transfor

mations that Western World experienced. On the other hand, it 

seems that the Ottomans who did not experLence the same 

transformations, were more inclined to the idea of social 

harmony. 

Interestingly, some of Sabahaddin's ideas also confirm 

this point. Even Sabahaddin who represents the counter 

example to G6kalp and his school emphasizes social harmony, 

with reference to Western societies. In one of his early 

writings he says that, people who could evaluate humanity Ln 

the proper sense accorded their interests with public life 

and so their efforts become useful for public welfare(22). 

Later, after he systemized his thoughts around the ideas of 
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Demolins, he states this point more clearly. He says that, 

interests of individuals in the Western societies, are .~n 

accordance with public interest, because they increase 

national wealth through private initiative(23). 

It has been said that, the Ottoman character of the 

'social harmony' idea should be taken into consideration, as 

one evaluates the extent of Gokalp's influence. For similar 

reasons, the ideology which gives primacy to society rather 

than to the individual 'gained more importance in the perso

nality of Ziya Gokalp. On this crucial point, Prince Sabahad

din has very different stance. His ideology which gives 

pr~macy to the individual was quite foreign to Ottoman 

life(24). 

The father of Prince Sabahaddin's famous 'science 

sociale' thought ~s Le Play (1806-1882). Le Play believes 

~n the necessity of similar methods of observation ~n social 

matters to that of natural matters. Through social obser

vations, he wrote various monographies about different 

societies. The base of these observations was the family. To 

him the family as a social unit, corresponds to the atom of 

physics and to the cell of the biology. Le Play constituted 

categories in which family organization ~s related to social 

organization and geographical conditions. 

The followers of Le Play developed and revised his 

studies. Prince Sabahaddin's ideas are the adaptation of 

Demolins' ideas who is one of Le Play's followers. Demolins 
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classifies the societies under two main categories, according 

to their geographical settling: "societies of collective 

formation" and "societies of particularistic formation"(25). 

The Ottoman society is an example of the collective 

formation. Prince Sabahaddin claims that the real problem of 

the Ottoman society is its formation. We see this argument 

all through Terakki's pages and especially in Prince Sabahad

din's articles. 

Terakki ~s taken as an aspect of opposition and so 

this study is limited to the article~ ~hich appeared in 

Terakki. But, Prince Sabahaddin's thought at the base of 

sc~ence sociale is the key to Terakki. For this reason, from 

time to time, Sabahaddin's later studies will be considered. 

1.3. The Science Sociale Vi~WdfOttd~snE~pire 

The general v~ew of Terakki was expressed ~n the first 

pages, as seen above. Terakki's ideas on society ~n general 

and on the Ottoman society in particular is explained by 

M.Sabri(26), they are simple reflections of the sc~ence 

sociale point of view(27). 

M.Sabri says that similar laws govern nature and 

society. Societies and nations are successful to the extent 

of their ability and power in the life struggle. This is the 

law of development in societies. Societies which are un

succes~ull in this struggle'become subject to successfull 

ones. The existence or absence of private initiative is 
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crucial factor for the success of societies. In the case of 

itshbsence, people expect everything from powers beyond 

themselves, such as faimly, relatives, state etc. 

"Tabiat terakkiyi en merhametsiz bir kanun 
ile istifa-~ tabiiye ile temin ediyor. is
tifay~ tahrik eden kuvvet de cihad ve ci
dal ... Cemiyet-i begeriyenin terakkiside 
ayn1 kanuna istifa-l ictimaiyyeye tabi. 
Hangi millet nafakaslnl tedarikte, haya
tln~ mudafada daha buyuk gayret daha bu
yuk kabiliyet gosterirse 0 millet muhitin
de koklegiyor, neslinin istiklalini temin 
ediyor ... istifa-l ictimaiyede muvaffakiye
tin anahtarl "tegebbus-u gahsidir."(28). 

The Ottoman society suffered from the absence of this 

key to success: private initiative. In the pages of Terakki, 

there is no clear theoretical perspective about the causes of 

this absence. The science sociale's explanation on historical 

evolution of societies can be taken as the answer to the 

question. 

Demolins' article entitled "Is There Really Any Advan-

tage ln Seizing Power?" (Hakimiyeti ele Gecirmekte Faide Var-

mld1r?) which was published ln Terakki tends to explain his-

torical evolution of societies from the sc~ence sociale's 

point of vie"loJ. 

According to this evolution, the alm 1S the emergence 

and success of particularistic societies(29). 

Prince Sabahaddin's evaluation of historical develop-

ment ~s seen in a later pamphlet against Union and Progress 

rule. In his sixth letter to the Committee of Union and 
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Progress, he explains "the great discovery of science 

sociale". He summarizes the emergence and development of 

particularistic societies in some parts of Europe(30). 

Sabahaddin looks at the Ottoman society from that 

point of v~ew, in his writings but the attempt to present 

Ottoman history from this theoretical aspect comes later, 

by the followers of Sabahaddin(3l). 

Terakki is more interested in the outcome of the 

failure of such development in Ottoman society. The failure 

was the result of the absence of private initiative, ~n 

other words, the key of success. The outcomes were central i

zationand 'fonctionarisme' (memurperestlik). These two, 

weaken the Ottoman society from day to day. 

Terakki published Demolins' article on French society, 

Ln order to present the situation better. French society had 

similar problems with that of Ottoman society, according to 

Terakki. Thus, Demolins' article would illuminate also the 

problems of Ottoman society. 

Demolins argues that, the abuse of sovereignty caused 

the decline of France. France developed a centralized state 

mechanism as early as fo~rteenth century. At the beginning, 

this was the result of Roman traditions. The ceatralization 

developed gradually and reached its peak during the rule of 

Louis XIV. The situation was the same under the various regi

mes such as the Jacobins or Napoleon ... 
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At the end, Frenchmen were subjected to central autho-

rity ~n every field of life through administrative, legis la-

tive and military machines. These machines prevented the 

existence of any local administration and the development of 

private initiative and such a rule created 'fonctionarisme'. 

Bureaucratic posts and politics became more desirable targets 

~n the society. Moreover, children were brought up according 

to the prerequisites of the existing mechanism. Under these 

circumstances, there was no motivation for agricultural and 

industrial development, and private initiative could do noth-

~ng for the welfare of the society, This, ~n a nutshell, was 

the Demolins' interpretation of French society(32). 

According to Terakki, these were also the problems of 

the Ottoman society. At the end of Demolins' article, it was 

stated that the situation of France shows the negative out-

comes of the centralization, the purpose of this translation 

from Demolins, was to give an answer to the opponents of 

decentralization(33) . 

Prince Sabahaddin's article entitled "A Call to the 

People of the Provinces" emphasizes the same problems for 

Ottoman society. He again and again repeats that liberty 

could be realized at the level of social ability (kabilivet-i 

i~timai) which is the prQduct of private initiative. In that 

case the individual supports himself and does not rely upon , 

his family, relatives and social relations in general. The 

sources of wealth were industry, commerce and agriculture 

which also icnrease the national wealth in Anglo-Saxon 
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sQcieties. But, private initiative needs qualities like 

diligence. Ottomans did not have such a character, as a result 

of the educational system, they wanted to enrich themselves 

through usage of the bureaucratic machine, without working. 

Bureaucrats are accused also because they served the survival 

of the despotic regime. On the other hand, there was no 

balance mechanism of personal liberties in society(34). 

In short, according to Terakki, the Ottoman society 

was suffering from the outcomes of centralization. This 

manifested itself in various ways. First, it is proposed to 

talk about the social problems which were, Terakki caimed, 

caused by centralized structure. Of course, it is to be 

admitted that it is difficult to draw a line between the 

political and social events of the time. 

The two articles which explain the situation of the 

centralized econom1C and administrative mechanisms in Ottoman 

society at that time, are: "The farming out of the tithes"(3S) 

and "Governmental Procedure 1n Anatolia, the Officials and 

the Notables" (36) . 

Terakki presents the farming out of the titles (~ 

iltizam1) as robbery of the people and of the Treasury 1n 

the following manner. A tax farmer (mliltezim) obtaines the 

tax farming right of any ,place, by tender. Then, a delegation 

goes to superv1se the place which is given over to tax farm-

1ng. The delegation is constituted of the tax farmer, his 

secretary, his guards, village imam, and village council of 
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elders. Usually they reach a compromise in any way and 

evaluate the revenue of the farmed land higher than its real 

value. Villagers suffer from this situation and go to the 

head official of the district (kaymakam) 1n order to complain. 

He is usually an ally of the tax farmer and reports the 

situation 1n favor of him. Finally, if necessary, tax 1S 

collected by force with the help of officials. On the other 

hand, those who are effective in tax farming auctions 

(administrative head officials) take a certain share, and 

even become a partner of the tax farmer. Therefore, the 

district is farmed out at a rate far below its real value. 

Secondly, the tax farmer shows his property as collateral in 

return of tax farming rights, but his property often has less 

value than the tax revenue. As a result, if he does not pay 

the price of the tax farm at the end of the year, his property 

is sold, but does not compensate the farm revenue. In short, 

the treasury looses revenue in both ways. Moreover, people 

tend to plant only enough for their survival margin. Because 

under these circumstances, they do not have any motivation to 

produce more, as they pay unjust taxes. Even if they have 

a surplus crop, the absence of roads and other transportation 

facilities prevent them marketing it to get extra revenue. 

According to Terakki, this was the terrible economic picture 

of the country(37). 

The other side of the C01n was the administrative 

web(38) 1n spite of the proclamation of the Tanzimat edict, 

the notables (e9raf) were still very influential in the 
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administration of the districts. In fact, Terakki maintains 

that, it is not sufficient to accuse only the government 

officials for without the support of these local notables, 

they can do nothing. 

The mechanism of alliance between civil cervants and 

local notables is explained in detail, by Terakki with the 

emphasis on the fact that this alliance exploited people and 

country. The example of governor-general (vali) ~s g~ven. The 

governor secures his appointment through bribery during his 

residence in the capital, istanbul. When he is appointed to 

the office, he tries to compensate far his expenses. For this 

purpose, he ~s ready to make an alliance with local notables. 

On the other hand~ local notables also have great willingness 

for such an alliance and compete with each other to get the 

support of the governer general. The compromise that they 

reach, is worked out at the expense of the people and of the 

count ry. T hey can act as they wis h, ~ n accordance with each 

other. Under these circumstances, people suffer from heavy 

exploitaion, lawlessness, abuses, etc., and can not find 

any place to complain. Meanwhile, usurers become richer 

through lending money to villagers and foreclosing on mort

gages (39) . 

In short, through eentralized economy and administra

tion, a minority of the people benefited from the country's 

richness at the expense of its decline. These were the main 

problems. It ~s seen that Terakki is very successful in the 

presentation of social problems in Ottoman society. The 30lu-
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tions that Terakki offered, completes the picture and g1ve a 

better idea about Terakki's point of view. 

1.4. The Importance of Science as a Solution 

As it has been stated 1n the beginning of the study, 

one of the foundation stones of Prince Sabahaddin's and there 

fore Terakki's thought was 'science' which was the magic word 

of the nineteenth century. Sabahaddin thought that Demolins' 

social theory was real social science. For this reason, it 

would be the real device for Ottomans. Again, as stated above; 

science sociale was proclaimed as the only scientific way of 

explaining societies. 

In Sabahaddin's later writings, the point is seen more 

clearly. In his pamphlet entitled "How can Turkey be saved?", 

he argues the difference of science sociale and sociology(40), 

For him, sociology could never be a SC1ence, on the contrary, 

science socialc was the science of social events, beyond 

dispute. 

11 • kendine mahsus usulli ile i~timai me-
selelerin tahliline muvaffak olan ortada 
yaln1z bir ilm-i i~tima var .•. 

Sosyoloji yani iGtimaiyat ise i~timai ha
diseleri yaln1z umumi ve vasati ve ister 
istemez en sathi bir suretde kavrad1g1 
i~in me~gul oldugumeselelerin ruhuna asIa 
nlifuz edemiydr."(4l). 

It 1S obvious that Demolins' thought was important for 

Sabahaddin and his friends, predominantly because of its 

'scientific' character. They were not in a position to dis-
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cuss the scientific validity of social theories. Demolins' 

social theory seemed quite satisfactory to them, as science. 

In those days, for almost all Ottoman intellectuals science , 

was the key to rescue the Ottoman Empire. So, it was one of 

the basis of Young Turk thought, rather than the peculiarity 

of Sabahaddin(42). 

In fact, the rapid development of the West, or 1n other 

words, the victory of the West over the East produced admira-

tion to science as the hero of this victory~ It is possible 

to see the importance of science also in Western societies, 

at that time, but its importance for Ottomans who could not 

have it, was much greater. 

We see this, 1n the form of admiration to 'technology' 

at the beginning, during the early attempts of westernization, 

from seventeenth century onwards(43). Later, we observe con-

ceptuals advances. For instance, we see one of Ahmed Mithad's 

pamphlets 1n which the idea of control over one's environment}\.;ras 

expressed 1n the l880's(44). In fact Ottomans faced to ideas 

of enlightenment earlier. From Sinasi onwards Ottomans tried 

to adapt their minds to the new reality which was created by 

the Western World. But, the ideological and philosophical 

aspects of intellectual development for the in Ottomans was 

less important than its p~agmatic aspect. Their first and 

foremost concern was to save the declining Empire. Their super-

ficiality was thus,the result of either the existence of such 

urgent problem, or of their conception of the world which was 

limited to the Ottoman Empire(45). 
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This fact was also valid for Prince Sabahaddin and 

Terakki thought/Science sociale was important, because it was 

real 'science'. Science was important because it could solve 

the problems of the Ottoman society as well as it could 

promote Western Civilization. 

"i gte begeriyetden bir kl.sml.nl.n siyasetle 
degil mesai-i mlistahsile-i gahsiye ile, 
ulumla, flinunla vlicuda getirdigi medeni
yet-i garbiyenin ihtigam, saadet, parasl. 
i~inde mesud ve bahtiyar yasayan Avru 
pa •.. "(46). 

Parallel to the importance of sCl.ence, the idea of 

'order' and 'lawfull development of society' were basic ideas 

of Young Turks (47) . As seen above, in the beginning of this paper, M.Sabri 

claimed the existence of orderly progress of societies similar to that 

of the natural laws(48). The result was the survival of successful ones 

and the decline of the others. The criterion of success in Demolins' 

theory is private initiative in particular, and social ability In general. 

And the law of survival was in accordance with science sociale in the 

following manner: "private initiative 1.S so important that nations who 

have it rule over others(49). 

Sabahaddin repeats this idea In various ways, also l.n 

his later writings. For instance in a letter to the Committee 

of Union and Progress, he again and again emphazises the law 

of social progress(SO) such laws of social progress which 

claim the right of surv~val for succesful societies during 

certain social progress, are conceptual products of "the 

succesfull so,cieties". Interestingly, intellectuals of an 

"unsuccessfull society", namely Ottoman society, never 

denied these claims. On the contrary, they accepted the rules 
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of the game from the beginning. Sabahaddin contends the know-

ledge of these rules as the solution for all the societies' 

problems. He says that, if there were such laws of social 

progress and if a particular branch of science, namely science 

sociale, could discover them, the choice would be simple: 

nations through the knowledge of social laws, either could 

have ruled themselves or would have been ruled by those 

nations which possessed such knowledge. 

"Bu i~timai kanunlar1. bilip bilmemek ken
dimizi onlar1.n tesirleri alt1.nda bulun
maktan asIa kurtaramaz. Su kadar var ki 
bilmek kendi kendimizi idare etmek, bil
memekse k6rli k6rline idare olunmaktar1.r ... 

ilm-i i~tima sayesinde de i~timai hayat1.n 
en kar1.§1.k, en karanl1.k meselelerini izah 
ederek istikbal yolculugumuzu 6ylece em
niyet altma almak mlimklindlir."(51). 

1.5. Common Grounds l.n Some of the Ideas l.n Terakki 

The ideas in Terakki, seem to have a peculiar charac-

teristic. Because, Prince Sabahaddine was involved in the 

analyses of crucial social problems, and proposed more radi-

cal solutions to them, rather than being limited to daily 

political problems. He had some novel ideas, for instance, 

people should have worked to save themselves, because without 

a social change nothing could be achieved in Ottoman Empire. 

In one of his articles, he says that, "We have only ourselves 

to blame for having been exploited this long."(52). 

By "we", here Sabahaddin means the Ottoman people, but 

it is more likely that he felt the meaning of this "we" as 
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"we intellectuals" rather than "we Ottomans". Because his 

responsibility as an intellectual was much greater, for him. 

Ramsaur is right in saying that he was under the influence 

of "noblesse oblige ll feeling(53). 

In fact, Yoang Turks 1n general were feeling such 

responsibility as the intellectuals of the society. Perhaps, 

this is a more general phenemenon which is valid for intel-

lectuals of all societies. 

The social position of the Young Turks lent itself 

much more to such a feeling of responsibility. Those young 

intellectuals constituted a select minority in society. 

Perhaps, by sav1ng the Empire from decline they hoped to 

condone their privilaged position. On the. other hand, at that 

time, international athmosphere, was suitable for intellec-

tual heroism, because the excitement of science was still 

prevalent, in every field. If science solves all the problems, 

those people who could understand it, should have some res-

ponsibility. The group .around Terakki defended this idea, 

more than the other intellectuals, because they felt they had 

grasped the only science capable of analyzing social events 

(54) • 

At the end of Sabahaddin's reply to a non-muslim 

Ottoman's criticis, he says that, lithe intellectuals of both 

the Muslim and Non-muslim millets have to make a joint e~fort 

to right the wrongs of this administration."(SS). This idea 

1S seen also in Sabahaddin's later writings. 

o NiVERS\I£S\ KCnOPHi~\\iY(' 
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This point is meaningful for us, because it figures 

as ~ common feature in all Young Turks' thought. This simila-

rity is related to the atmosphere 

tuals lived, as stated above. 

in which Ottoman intellec~: 

On the other hand~ such elitism also can be traced 

back to Ottoman political culture, in general. In the Empire, 

everything came from above, from the state machinery. 

Accordingly, all attempts like reform or political changes 

took place within the framework of this machinery. in various 

ways like coup d'etat, proclamation of edicts and constitu

tions. All of the Young Turks were criticizing the existing 

rule, but they themselves were also planning political change 

through the existing state machine. 

Prince Sabahaddin seems quite a distinct example Ln 

that sense. Because his ideas seem to consider deeper social 

problems, he gives major importance to the people and he 

believes in the imposibility of any progress without social 

change. 

However, at that point Sabahaddin's thought resembled 

other elitist intellectual currets. He belives that, first, 

someone should teach the people their problems and their 

capacity to confront them. This was the main task of intel

lectuals and education was the main tool. Education was very 

important, because Sabahaddin and his followers believed that 

"action usually comes after thought"(56). Therefore, they 

tended to emphasize the raising of the intellectual standarts 
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of the society. 

M.Sabri was stating the ma1n reason of The First 

Constitution's failure, as the absence of "national intellectual 

movement"(57). It was now the time to create it. The enligh

ten~ent of the people was the main prerequisite of necessary 

social change(58). 

M.Sabri proposed to publish small pamphlets, explaining 

some important issues to the people, like the meaning and 

responsibilities of the government, constitutional and despo

tic regimes, etc.(59). 

Usually, the intellectual products of social develop

ments are seen as their reasons. Therefore they are expected 

to lead to similar developments in other societies. For this 

reason intellectuals and some politicians tried to spread 

them. Terakki had such belief and so, it tried to enlighten 

the Ottoman people, in order to create similar social develop

ment to that of West, as if this development was the product 

of intellectual enlightenment in the West. 

1.6. The Ottoman Version of Science Sociale 

The committment to the SClence sociale idea as a 

solution, required some'revisions of it, to make it suitable 

for Ottoman society. Science sociale claims that peculiar 

regional conditions create different types of communities 

mainly, 'communuataire' and 'particularistic' communities. 

Under these circumstances, there was no chance for Ottoman 
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society, as long as it could not change its geographical con

ditions and it is obvious that such change was impossible. 

Prince Sabahaddin and his followers claimed that the 

knowledge of societies and of social progress, through 

science sociale's analyses, made it possible to change 

societies through this knowledge. Therefore, a voluntary factor 

was added to science sociale idea: the confirmity of this new 

factor to the real theory, is a different subject of argument. 

But, clearly, it was a necessary revision for its Ottoman 

vers10n. 

"Bu ana kadar be~erin iradesi haricinde 
husule gelen bir i~timai istihaleyi, bun
dan boyle beserin iradesiyle vlicuda ge
tirmek imkan1n1 idrak ediyoruz."(60). 

Otherwise, there would be no possibility of avoiding 

Ottoman decline. There is no clear explanation about this 

voluntary aspect in Terakki'~ pages directly, but it 1S 

possible to detect this VleWln various articles. In fact, the 

raison d'etre of Terakki line stemms from the belief to will 

to power, for a social change. 

If the elitist attitude of Sabahaddin is considered, 

this voluntary aspect become more understandable. Sabahaddin 

and his friends were seeing themselves as the intellectual 

guides of society in two ways. On one hand, these intellec-

tuals would be the rulers under the new regime. M.Sabri says 

that, an enlightened union around the concepts of decentrali-

zation, constitutional regime, private initiative, etc. should 
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be constituted, so that, when the Assembly will be opened, 

members of it could know what to do(61). 

On the other hand, these intellectuals would enlighten 

the Ottoman people against the political regime of Abdlilhamid 

II. In fact, the union and the power of the people could over-

throw the despotic regime. But, this power would be realized 

through the impositions of opposition publications, in the 

short run, and through a proper educational programme in the 

long run. 

In fact, a clear distinction of short run arid long run 

policies was not made in Terakki's pages. There is emphasis 

on the importance of opposition press. The example of the 

Russian Revolution is given for this purpose. The role of the 

revolutionary press is exagerrated in the article entitled 

"The Russian Army and The Revolutionaries"(62). The article 

claimed that"there is no doubt that the press has been the 

greatest agent of provocation in the Russian Revolution, and 

the primary role of publications is emphasized with a foot-

note to this passage. 

"Zaten her milletin tarih-i ihtiLilinde 
en esaslL, en gerefli roller buglin bazL
larLIDLz tarafLndan abes ve faidesiz gorli
len gazetelere, risalelere, edebiyata 
aiddir. Her yerde ihtilali hazLrlayan, 
istibdadL sarsan asar-L edebiyye ve fen
niye olmu9tur."'(63). 

According to Terakki, the major problem was to make 

the problems clear in people's minds and to show the solu-

tions. Obviously, Sabahaddin and his friends were expecting 
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too much from intellectual activities. 

Prince Sabahaddin, in his article, "Second Appeal to the 

People of the. Provinces", claims that, to teach reading and 

writing to the people would make a very important contribu

tion to their liberation. At least, it would help to prevent 

various abuses and injustices(64). 

Such belief intellectual activities should not be 

suprising, when the general state of Ottoman intellectuals 

1S considered. As stated above, all believed that they were 

1n a position to save the declining Empire through application 

of some salutary formulae. Enlightenment and education were 

the main ingredients in this recipe, especially in the reC1pe 

of Prince Sabahaddin. 

In fact, this was not only the pecul~rity of Ottoman 

intellectuals of the time, but the statesmen who faced the 

undeniable collapse of the empire sought to rescue it, through 

similar methods. This attitude can be seen in the policy of 

reform. 

The first reforms were of the military organization 

and of the education. New military methods were tried and 

some new schools were founded. When the importance of the new 

Western technology is considered, these attempts which would 

bring it to the Ottomans, are understandable. 

On the other hand, it 1S possible to conclude that, 

Ottomans tried to reorganize the two important aspects of 
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their system, first of all. 

The importance of the military in the Ottoman system 

is a well known phenemenon. The central point is the impor

tance accorded to education by the Ottoman statesmen who 

thought that they could realize development~ similar to those 

seen 1n the West, by the teaching of Western technology and 

administrative methods in new Ottoman Schools. 

This mentality can be related to the importance of 

ideologies in the Eastern societies, as Gibb claims. He says, 

that unlike Western societies, in Eastern societies structure 

is determined by ideologies which are confirmed by educational 

systems, by new laws, and like(65). 

Gibbts well known argument 1S open to discussion, but 

it goes some way towards explaining the Ottoman system. The 

reforming attitudes of Ottoman statesmen from seventeenth 

century onwards and the trust of Young Turks in intellectual 

activities relate to their similar Ottoman mentality, to 

certain extent. 

1. 7. The "Distinctive Aspect" of Terakki 

In as much as this study has dealt with Jerakki's ideas 

and so Prince Sabahaddin's thought in general it also seeks 

to emphasize the similarities of those Ottoman intellectuals 

who were called Young Turks, as seen above. This does not 

mean that we are not concerned with the distinctions between 

Prince Sabahaddin - Terakki line and the other Ottoman intel-
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lectuals. But, the distinctive characteristics of Sabahad-

din's thought has been overemphasized. 

The aspects of Sabahaddin's thought that have been 

credited with 'distinctivenes' are those aspects which claim 

not to be satisfied with superficial political changes but 

deal with profound social change. This profound social change 

was needed in order to catch up with a rapidly c~anging world. 

"Rekabet-i ticariye-i alem §erait-i ha
Z1ra-1 iktisadiyenin tesiri alt1nda ba§ 
dondliren bir sliratle ilerliyor ... 

Simdi yeni ihtiya~lar ve yeni insanlarla 
blisblitlin yeni bir alem kar§1s1ndaY1z."(66). 

This new world required social ability. Private initi-

ative creates this ability, therefore Ottomans should have to 

bring up a new type of man who had this power of iriitiative. 

"0 halde en kat'i: bir ihtiya~ mektebleri
mizi kelimenin blitlin kuvvetiyle adam ye
t i § t i rmeye muktedir ha Ie get ire cek ve ge
tirmeyi istemiyen §u katil hliklimeti kal
binden vuracakmilli bir kuvvet te§kilini 
emrediyor."(67) . 

Sabahaddin thinks that the formation of a generation 

which had private initiative could be realized through 

appropriate educational institutions. This, of course, meant 

a new political system which would fulfill this task. 

It seems that, Sabahaddin and his friends, convicted 

that developments similar to those seen in the Western World 

could be realized by intellectual tools: agitation and 

training of the people. 
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This belief ~s indicative of the fact that Sabahaddin 

and his friends only had a shallow knowledge of the Western 

World. They never realized the fact that the Western World 

had not been created by an "appropriate educational programme". 

On the other hand, it ~s not possible to find any 

serious economic understanding of this "new world", in spite 

of the fact that there is so much admiration of it's econom~c 

activities. These activities are often emphasized as produc

tivity, unlike Ottoman's "useless political struggles". 

In fact, this absence of understanding ~s common to 

all Young Turks' explications of society's i11s(68). 

An interesting explanation concerning economic ~ssues 

~s g~ven ~n one of Sabahaddin's later studies(69). He says 

that, in those bad times, agriculture could be very useful 

for the country. But, the leadership of Young Ottoman intel

lectuals was needed. They should play the role of the Ang1o

Saxon class of centelmen. Through this way, 'particularistic 

society' could be formed. These young cadres should be 

trained in schools like "L 'Echo1e des Roches," in France. Then, 

he describes the educational policy of this school which would 

encourage private initiative. 

1.8. Some General Remarks on Terakki's Theoretical Framework 

This study has tried to present the ideas which exist

ed in Terakki's pages, accordingly it has dealt with Prince 

Sabahaddin's thoughts. It has tried trace the foundations of 
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these ideas. 

The ideas in Terakki is important, because it was the 

first publication which systematically presented the ideas 

of Prince Sabahaddin's group. 

Within the framework of our limited information about 

Ottoman intellectual life, it can be said that the ideas of 

Sabahaddin and of his followers were not so novel. 

The most striking features of this stream of thought 

were the radical concepts like private initiative, particula

ristic society, etc. From the early nineteenth century on

wards, we come across similar ideas to ~hose of Sabahaddin's. 

It has been seen that criticism of the Ottoman economic sys

tem using some new concepts, predates Prince Sabahaddin(70). 

Of course, Sabahaddin's 'private initiative is a more devel

oped concept as a major force of economic development, than 

early economic concepts like 'say'-~ amel', but it was 

also quite ambiguous. Mardin says that Prince Sabahaddin's 

thoughts were a more developed kind of Ahmed Mithad's 

thoughts(7l) . 

On the other hand, very similar ideas were shared by 

Dr.Abdullah Cevdet, in spite of the fact that he was not a 

follower of Sabahaddin. In his pamphlet entitled "Fear of 

Life", he also talks about the same problems, resulting from 

the same phenemenon: the absence of individual's efforts and 

initiatives(72) . 
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Sabahaddin was trying to find solution to the decline 

of the Empire, as many other Ottoman intellectuals. As a 

result of Demolins' influence on him, he adapted Demolins' 

social theory as the solution. Of course, this adaptation 

introduced new concepts and propositions to Ottoman intellec

tual life, but no more. 

Most of the Ottoman intellectuals of the time were 

the admirers of one or more Western thinkers. Some of them, 

like Ahmed R1za were only the admirer of a western stream of 

thought, Sabahaddin took one step further, by forging quite 

a succefull adaptation of the one thought he admired. 

Secondly, also Sabahaddin's thought was pragmatic and 

took the social development of the West as the only way to go. 

Science sociale was important as long as it was the only way 

to activate necessary development and to save the Ottoman 

society from decline. "Necessary development" was of course 

a similar development to that of the West. If the West was 

successful today, the rea.! road to follow, was the road that 

it walked on first. Therefore, Ottomans should work without 

any hesitation to resemble the West(73). 

This was natural, when the situation of the other 

societies are considered, when they faced the shock of Western 

developments. As an Ottoman Prince Sabahaddin was no diffe

rent and found himself under the same bewildering influences. 

On the other hand, usually people hope to realize a 

certain social system, through a similar way which was 
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followed by a particular society before. They can not recog

nize that there is noclearc,ut way to be followed, in order 

to realize a certain social system(74). Sabahaddin also seems 

to have such belief. 

The other important point was the ignorance of the 

societies which were taken as model, by Ottoman intellectuals 

It has been stated above that Prince Sabahaddin and his 

friends did not have an extended idea about the societies 

they admired, namely Anglo-Saxon societies. Prince Sabahaddin 

admired Anglo-Saxon societies, but he did not have deliberate 

information about the development and the working of these 

societies. Otherwise, he could not present such plans like 

the realization of a similar society, simply through the 

leadership of an elite and by education. Moreover, he accept

ed such ideas like "success through private initiative arid 

diligence" at face value and claimed Ottomans lacked this 

"positive character trait". 

He did not accept such ideas, 1n order to advocate the 

West conciously but, rather he accepted these justifications 

of Western societies, because he believed in them. He was not 

critical, because he could not be. He just tried to save the 

Ottomans from decline through realization of a model which 

appeared to have been successful. 

As a result, it can be said that Prince Sabahaddin and 

his friends did not think very differently from other Young 

Turks. Any originality that is to be found in their ideas, 
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come from the concepts and propositions which were adapted 

from Demolins. 

In essence, Prince Sabahaddin was an ordinary Ottoman 

intellectual who felt responsibilty as an intellectual and 

tried to do something to save the Ottoman Empire. Let aside 

his political activities, on the intellectual platform he 

searched for this purpose and discovered a social theory, 

namely science sociale theory of Demolins, as explained 

before. As a nineteenth century intellectual, he belived 1n 

the power of intellect. And as an Ottoman he believed 1n the 

power of the elite in society, 1n spite of his theoretical 

belief in the society itself. So, he revised Demolins and 

formulated a solution like the foundation of a particularistic 

society through will power~ People would realize it by the 

leadership of the intellectuals. 

Under these circumstances, it 1S difficult to talk 

about the specificity of this "imperial enemy of Turkish des-

potism" (75) , and his followers. An overevaluation of the man 

and his ideas 1S only if he is taken out of his historical 

context. 

"Every man has an emotional committment to history and 

intellectual committment to value, and he tries to make these 

" , 
committments coincide(76). This is especially valid for Otto-

man intellectuals, and Prince Sabahaddin was not an excep-

tion. If we consider this fact, we can better understand , 

Sabahaddin, as a man torn between new values that Demolins' 
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theory presents and Ottoman values which continued to 

influence him. 

Finally, we should consider the fact that Sabahaddin 

and his followers were not so concious about Western social 

structures to advocate and did not have any serious ideology 

which could be the foundation of any tradition of opposition, 

in Turkish Society. The famous division among Young Turks in 

the First Young Turk Congress is sometimes taken as the ori

g~n of the main political fragmentation in Turkey(77). It is 

better to take the succeeding political divisions, ~n differ

ent contexts. Otherwise, interpretations on Turkish political 

life will be misleading. Because, Turkey has experienced very 

complex social and political process. And this process is full 

of zigzags rather than straight lines. We never deny the 

existence of continious lines in this process but in order 

to understand the process properly, we should be very critical 

about them. 
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2- TERAKKi'S FOCUS ON POLITICAL DEVELOPMENTS 

In the first chapter, we have tried to evaluate Terak

kits intellectual setting through its point of view on general 

theoretical matters. Terakki's point of view on daily 

political events is also another key to the mentality of Sa

bahaddin and of his followers. 

2.1. Terakki and Anatolian Uprisings 

The most important daily political lssues which took 

place in Terakki were the uprisings, especially Anatolian 

uprlslngs. 

The Terakki issue dated March 1907 was announclng the 

good news of uprisings which took place in Erzurum. An article 

says that revolts in Trabzon, Bitlis and Van followed the Er

zurum events. Hopefully, similar movements would break out 

also around Istanbul. And, if the other provinces would 

follow Erzurum, the constitutional regime sould have to be 

proclaimed, hy the government(78). 

Terakki was very hopeful about the influence and 

results of these movements. In the tenth issue of Terakki, 

Prince Sabahaddin says tqat the union of the people in Erzu

rum saved the country from new cruelty. In fact, Ottoman 

people were responsible for opression, because they did not 

do anything against tyrannical rule. Erzurum took the first 

step, Ottomans should be united in taking the second step(79). 
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" . . ..• I§te Erzurum hayat ve haysiyete do~ru 
llk adlmlnl attl. E~er birle§irsek ikinci 
adlml birlikte atarsak, §uphesiz ki vatan 
kurtulacak. Kurtulmak icin ittihad ede
lim ..• "(80). 

It lS seen that Terakki gives information about these 

uprisings In an agitative and didactive manner. Prince Saba-

haddin gives the same advice to the people at the end of his 

article, entitled "Union". He says that people should have 

resisted the government's demands of tax and military serVlce 

up until the constitutional regime was proclaimed and decentr-

alization was established. 

"Unutmayallm ki hlikumet milletin parasl, 
milletin kanlyla hliklimet oluyor. 0 halde 
vergi ile askeri tefti§imize tabi bir hli
klimete verelim. Ylld~z bu hakkl tanlYlp 
Millet Meclisini acmadlkca, Kanun-u Esasi
nin ahkamlnl kabul etmedikce, vilayetlerin 
idare-i mahalliyesini yine ahali velayeti~ 
ne teslim etmedikce ne bir para,vergi, ne 
de bir nefer asker vermemek icin ittihad 
edelim. Ettigimiz glin, vatanln sahibi, hli
klimetin amiri, cihanln muhteremi olaca
glz ... "(8l). 

In the succeding issue of Terakki, M.Sabri's article 

on "Anatolian Uprisings" has a more didactive character. He 

says that the Erzurum incidents created a motivating social 

influence on conscious elements ("erbab-l idrak"), this was 

the beginning of the national awakening that liberals tried 

to realize for a long ti~e. Then, M.Sabri explains the 

failures of such attempts like the Tanzimat Edict, the Reforms 

of 1856 and the First Constitution. According to him, the 

failure was due to the absence of intellectual development 
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and individual productivity. And he repeats the sc~ence 

sociale argument on societies that was mentioned in the 

previous chapter. He concludes that Erzurum Incidents were a 

very important step in the way of necessary social change(82). 

The news of some other incidents are seen ~n the 

folloHing issue of Terakki. Under the title of "Anatolian 

Uprisings", the uprising against the governor general of 

Bitlis was mentioned. This movement was interpreted as the 

sign of the "liberal spirit" of the Ottoman people as in the 

of the previous Erzurum Incident(83). 

Terakki continues the agitation for upr~s~ngs, as it 

interprets the neH events. It says that people in Erzurum 

revolted, but the present rule would try to take revenge 

unless a constitutional regime was established. Then, some new 

abuses of pOHer on the part of the government are mentioned(84). 

On the other hand, Terakki gives the news of some 

incidents which took place in Ayd~n and in Mugla. It was 

stated that, partial resistance Has not sufficient, people 

should have resisted and agitated for the constitutional 

regirne(85). In the sixteenth issue of Terakki the abuses of 

former governor general of Bitlis are discussed and people 

are invited to reject his appointment to a new province, 

Trabzon(86). More theoretical articles have also this 

agitative-didactive tone. Prince Sabahaddin says that, people 

s h a u 1 d rna ke an e f for tin 0 r d e r t 0 h a v e a c i viI i zed 1 i fe, but 

this effort could not be in the form of petitions to the 
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Sultan(87) • 

Sabahaddin calls upon the people to resist the govern

ment and at the end of the article, explains the abuses of 

the existing rule in a didactive manner(88). Sabahaddin's 

"letters to the youth" also have this tone, trying to provoke 

the people into a union against the government(89). 

It seems that especially the Anatolian uprisings had a 

very important significance for Terakki. It was both an 

example of resistance and a means of provocation on the road 

to social resistance through the union of all Ottomans. 

In order to evaluate Terakki's attitude better, first, 

there ~s need for looking at these revolts. Unfortunately, 

there ~s no proper study on these movements and it is not 

proposed to undertake such research here. 

As far as ~s known, there were numerous movements whic 

manifested discontent in various places of the Empire, durin 

the last years of Abdulhamid II. Terakki gives some limited 

information on those which took place between the years 1906 

1908, in Erzurum, Kastamonu, Trabzon and Bitlis. 

According to Terakki, these were the results of the 

people's awakening against the tyrannic rule of the govern

ment. Such a belief is not surprising, given the general 

aspect of Terakki. For Terakki the increasing pressure over 

the people and the influence of opposition publications 

created such movements in some regions of Anatolia. Some new 
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taxes and unbearable abuses on the part of the government 

officials and of local magnates which were supported by the 

center were presented as incidents which provoked the people. 

At last, people have recognized the bad situation in which 

they lived, Terakki claims. It was the belief of Terakki 

that, it had an important role to play although this was not 

mentioned explicitly. 

Prince Sabahaddin points to the role of intellectuals 

~n Anatolian uprisings, in one of his articles. 

" ... yeni Tlirklerin i{,:inde ulum ve funu
nuyla, sanayii ve edebiyat~yla terakkiya
t-~ haz~ra-~ medeniyeyi yak~ndan takip 
eden ve 0 terakkiye derin bir muhabbetle 
merbut olanlar var. Vak~a bunlar kli{,:lik 
bir zlimre, fakat mevcudiyetleri bir ink1-
lib ... infilak~n1 g6stermiyor mu? Anadolu 
k~yamlar1 bunlar~n tesirini ispat etmiyor 
mu?"(90). 

It 1S seen, only some indirect claims about the role of 

the League of Private Initiative and Decentralization. At the 

end of the news from Bitlis incidents, people are called to 

unite and resist against the government. For this purpose 

there was need for organization, Terakki says that there were 

some organizations in various provinces, but these were ~n-

sufficient. 

"ilk icmalimizd'e ne9retdigimiz program~n 
d6rdlincli bendi (memleketin nikat-1 muhte
lifesinde te9kilat-~ mlintezime ihdas~) 
idi. Cemiyet-i merkeziye program1n~n di
ger bendlerinin muhteviyat1n1n tatbik ile 
beraber bu son maddeye mlistesna bir ehem
miyet verdigi i~in icras~ yolunda vesait-i 
mlimkinenin kaffesine tevesslil etdi ve bu
glin vilayetlerimizin bir k~sm1nda muntazam 
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tegkilata muvaffak oldu. Bunlar herglin 
bliyliyor, ~oga11yor, memleketin gark1ndan 
garb1na, gimalinden cenubuna dogru mlite
addid merakiz-i ittihadiye vlicuda geli
yor! ... "(9l). 

There 1S no reliable information about the extent of 

this group's role 1n those incidents. There are differing 

op1n10n about the role of Prince Sabahaddin's group in 

Anatolian uprisings. 

P.Fesch claims that this group organized the Erzurum 

uprising(92). A.B.Kuran talks about the role of Hliseyin Tosun 

Bey who was a follower of Sabahaddin(93). H.Bayur also talks 

about the leadership of Hliseyin Tosun Bey(94). T.Z.Tunaya 

states that the League of Private Initiative and Decentrali-

zation had branches in Erzurum, Trabzon, izmir, Aliiye, 

Damascus, istanbul(95) and he says that Erzurum branch held 

the Erzurum incidents(96). 

On the otherhand, Mehmed Nusret(97) and Ali Haydar 

Mithad(98) say that Hliseyin Tosun Bey was not so influential 

in the Erzurum incidents.' 

Whether Prince Sabahaddin's group was active directly 

or indirectly in these uprisings,is unclear. This study 

focuses rather more on the assesment of the movements as they 

appeared in Terakki. We believe that, the mentality of this 

group can be deduced to certain extent from their stance on 

various political incidents, to certain extent. 

First of all, what Terakki claims to be the reason for 
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these uprisings reflects its lmage of society, and of social 

change.Terakki's ideas on social change in accordance with 

science sociale, has been explained in the first chapter. 

According to SClence sociale, political changes do not have 

any meanlng, the only solution lS to create a particularistic 

soci~ty which requires radical social transformation. 

As Sabahaddin replies to the critics on their under-

standing of the organization problem, which objects a long 

process, he talks more directly about effectiveness of their 

group In the Anatolian uprisings. 

"Bazllarlmlzca boyle bir tegkilatln vlicu
da gelmesi en agagldan otuz-klrk senelik 
mesaiye muhta~ gorlilliyor, bu dogru olsa 
bile en klsa yol insanl maksada gptliren
dir. Bununla beraber iki seneden berite
madi edegelen Anadolu klyam1arl yukarlda
ki iddialarl koklinden cerh etdi."(99). 

Terakki thinks that a radical social transformation 

would possibly be realized by an appropriate rule. This rule 

would be realized, first by the overthrow of the existing rule. 

Sabahaddin calls upon all- opponents of the regime to unite, 

in order to realize this primary goal. 

"Hele bir kere memleket canavar pen~esin
den kurtulsun, hukuk-u ahire riayet gar
tlyla dliglindliglimlizli soylemek istedigimiz 
gibi ~allgmak hakklnl kazanallm ... Mede
niyet-i hazlra dogru ve kat'i adlml ata-
llm ... " (loa). -

Terakki supposes the Anatolian uprlslngs to be a step 

In this direction. Moreover, these movements were important 

because they showed the possibility of people's resistance, 
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according to Terakki. 

"Abdlilhamid-i Sani'yi telgraf baS1.na ~a
g1.ran, vergi gelirini geri ~ektiren, soy
gunculuga ~1.kard1.g1. valilerini pacavra 
gibi birer birer ylizline ~arpan Kastamonu, 
Erzurum, Bitlis erbab-1. k1.yam-1. zem1.n1.n 
milli bir k1.yama ne derecelerde mlisaid 
bulundugunu ispat etdi." (101). 

As it was stated before, Prince Sabahaddin and his 

followers believed that people could be motivated against the 

present rule if they could be persuaded by publications and 

by organizations(102). For this reason they believed in their 

influence on the uprisings. They also believed that people 

recognized the real character of the existing rule and 

revolted against it, SQ uprisings gained political aspect. 

Terakki was very hopeful about the success of these movements 

for the proclamation of the Constitution(I03). 

It 1.S not possible to determine the exact validity of 

such a judgement with the limited data vailable. But, there 

is need to question such a claim, in order to understand Te-

rakki's attitude. 

Terakki says that people 1.n Erzurum, demanded the 

open1.ng of the Assembly, besides the simple econom1.C 

demands(104). To take this statement as the proof of Ottoman 

people's concious resistance to the existing rule, will be 

misleading, 

New taxation seemed to trigger the riots 1.n some areas 

of Anatolia. As far as we learn from Terakki, some unbearable 
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abuses of local administrative 6fficials also caused· such 

reactions. For instance, Terakki stresses that the governor 

general's abuses played an important role ~n Bitlis incidents. 

Again, Terakki states that people refused to do military 

service and as a result, riots took place ~n Ayd~n and Mugla, 

as also stated above. 

Such causes alone seem reasonable. In those dark times 

of the Empire, increasing taxes, administrative abuses, hard 

and long military service were certainly unbearable. But it 

does not seem that the, people was motivated only by these 

problems. Otherwise, the Empire would not know a day of peace 

in these difficult times. In fact, it is possible to ~eneral

ize this fact. Upheavals are not the usual outcome of every 

problem, but rather, they are points in which various and 

numerous events coincide with each other. This ~s more valid 

for great social upheavels, namely revolutions. But, the 

incidents that dealt with here, were also complex socio -

political events. 

In the Erzurum reg~on, first, taxes increased, as Te

rakki states. On the other hand, the government stopped giving 

passports for Russia, after the Russian Revolution of 1905. 

This decision created discontent among the people who went to 

Russia for seasonal employment and among the merchants 

because the new prohibition hindered the commerce with 

Russia(105). In addition, the abuses of the governor general, 

seemed the main target of discontent. Events could also have 

been influenced by the opposition to the existing regime. 
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Some sources (especially those sympathetic to Prince Sabahad-

din) claim the influence of the League on Erzurum Events, as 

stated above. In fact, the opposition propaganda was not 

exclusively the contrivance of Sabahaddin's group. The role 

of other political exiles in Anatolia is claimed in some 

sources (106). 

Acco rd i ng to the Russian consul Skryabin, the dis cont ent 

ln Erzurum increased after the exiles who were involved in 

the assasination of Rldvan Pasha, arrived there from Istan-

bul(l07). On the other hand, some events~should be considered 

within the framework of local power mechanisms. For instance, 

we learn from Terakki that cattle dealers and butchers 

started quarelling in the Erzurum reglon. On the other hand, . 
people were divided over the grain trade to Russia. Terakki 

says that the government tried .to divide people over this 

lssue. Some merchants were persuaded to export graln to Russia 

and the needs of the local market could not be sustained(l08). 

According to Teiakki, the government was behind such 

conflicts among the people. The inside story is not known, 

but it is obvious that it was not very simple. It seems that 

some internal conflicts in the region were shown to be the 

sin of the despotic ruler of the country. 

A similar story is, seen in the Bitlis incidents. The 

revolt against the governor general Ferid Pasha is explained 

by his increasing abuses. Meanwhile, we learn that the last 

event which triggered the events, related to a sheikh. Terakki 
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says that Ferid Pasha had been molesting some women, he had 

lastly focused his attentions on Sheikh Abdlilbaki Efendi's 

daughter-in-law and finally, people had revolted(109). 

This event shows that various factors could be 

influencial on the motivation of the people. The importance 

of local notables, especially ~n the Eastern prov~nces of 

Ottoman Empire, ~s well known. Therefore as one claims that 

people revolted against the despotic regime, it ~s necessary 

to take into account var~ous factors which played a role in 

the revolt. Perhaps, the revolt primarily showed the extent 

of the Sheikh Abdlilbaki Efendi's power rather than "the 

awekening of the liberal, soul of the people", in Bitlis, as 

Terakki claims(llO). 

On the other hand, the role of a muslim organization 

"Life Giver" ("Can Verir") ~s also claimed (Ill). There is no 

satisfactory information about such organizations and their 

role, but it ~s useful to be aware of the existance and the 

probable role of such organizations. In order to better 

understand the incidents, it is necessary to know the ethno -

political composition of those regions. 

Some demands made by the people in Erzurum, from the 

Sultan, gives a better idea of the local situation. These are 

the abolition of Hamidian kurdish troops (Hamidiye Alaylar~) 

and to decrease the tax of exemption from ~ilitary serv~ce 

(bedel-i askeriyye) which was peculiar to Armenians(112). 

This does not mean that Armenians prepared the riots in Erzu-
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rum. In fact, it is well-known that they had a finger in the 

pie(ll3). The other well-known phenomena were the problems 

relating to the Kurds. Terakki number twelve, informs us 

that, after a battle with .Armenian bandits, a group which was 

constituted of Turks and Kurds plundered some Armenian 

villages. Terakki criticizes this movement(l14). Under the 

title of "Kurds", Terakki explains the cruelty of tribal 

chiefs and the terror which existed among themselves and over 

the people. Of course, Terakki relates the problem to the 

despotic regime(115). 

These were some snapshots from the socio-political 

situation of Eastern Anatolia. But, only the complate picture 

could make them meaningful. Terakki fails or is unwilling to 

give this complete picture. 

It ~s known that, the Ottoman Empire had enormous 

problems in every prov~nce, during the period covered by this 

study. Eastern Anatolia was one of the most critical reg~ons 

of the Empire. The population was constituted of different 

ethnic groups, mainly Turks, Armenians and Kurds. There were 

conflicts between urban people and tribal people, also among 

the local notables. Finally, some of ~hese conflicts coincided 

with ethnic conflicts. Moreover, it was a region where the 

Ottoman state never had complete control, especially over the 

Kurds of the mountains. On the other hand, the region had 

strategic importance, therefore foreign interests and inter

ferences were always a problem. 
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The politics of Abdulhamid II period~s still a sub-

ject of discussion. Here, the argument relating to Terakki is 

important. Terakki line on the incidents of Eastern Anatolia 

has been seen. This line also expresses its political evalua-

tion of the period. 

Prince Sabahaddin and his followers's ideas were far 

from being an appropriate evaluation of the period. For this 

reason, they could easily see the matter in Eastern Anatolia 

as the struggle between the "bloody officials and other 

powers of the center" and the people. 

At the end of the news that some Turks and Kurds 

attacked three Armenian Villages, Terakki calls the people to 

unite against tyrannic government. 

"Hlisllimanlar Ermeni koylerini yagmalamaya 
ko§acak yerde Ermenileri kendiieriyle 
birlikte hukuk-u Osmaniyeyi mlidafaya da
vet etseydiler §liphesiz vatanlar~na daha 
ciddi bir hizmet etmi§ olurlard~. Hi~ 01-
mazsa alem-i medeniyete bir ~apulcu k~ya
fetinde gorlinmezdik." (116). 

Then, "the murder'ous games of the government" ~s 

explained. According to Terakki, "it ~s obvious that the 

present government ~s seeking, to strenghten itself through 

the weakness of its subjects, that is why it causes them to 

decimate one another"(117). 

Terakki claims that, the despotic Hamidian reg~me 

secured its survival through centralization which benefited 

from social strugles but never thought that perhaps this 
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was the only way of survival for ~any Ottoman Govenment at 

that time. S.Duguid interprets the period in a truer light: 

"The Hamidian period has achieved the 
reputation of being the most despotic and 
centralized era in modern Ottoman history. 
That it was despotic and that centraliza
tion was a major goal cannot be debated 
but upon investigation it becomes clear 
that centralization like reform, was sub
ordinate to unity and survival. "(118). 

Abdlilhamid II was not ~n a position to change the 

conditions around him, he could simply operate within these 

conditions. The unattainable level of Western development, 

backwardness of Ottoman Empire, the dissolution of its 

territories were beyond his initiative. He had very little 

opportunity to choose. Under the limited conditions, he chose 

to depend at least on the muslim part of the Empire, as much 

as possible, tried to strenghten the state and decrease 

foreign intervention. Needless to say that, the changes ~n 

European balance of power helped him, to employ diplomatic 

tactics (119). 

There was need tor diplomatic maneuvres also within 

the country, ~n order to attain a certain minimum of control 

over the Empire and to prevent foreign intervention. Abdul-

hamid II benefited from local rivalries, ethnic divisions, 

conflicts among local notables. He tried to manipulate them 

"so that no one element become powerful enough to challenge 

Ottoman sovereignty."(120). 

Terakki complains that the government backed the cruel 
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officials, some notables and the Kurds in the regions of 

uprisings and led them to act severely. On the other hand, we 

know that, Kurds were a very important element for Abdulhamid 

II, in his internal balance of power. The Sultan supported 

the Kurds against the Armenians who were supported by Britain 

and created an important threat in Eastern Anatolia. 

"In the muslim areas dominated by nomads, 
... , the Sultan preferred to delegate many 
administrative functions to the local 
chieftains and notables by assigning 
administrative ranks to them. The general 
objectives of his policy in the areas 
varied according to the international 
political sensitivity of each place. 
Eastern Anatolia demanded his utmost 
attention. There the Sultan chose to 
extend government services and influence 
through close operation with the local 
Kurdish chieftains. This enabled him to 
frustrate the British backed efforts of 
the local Armenians to create an 
autonomous Armenia~iI'(121). 

Terakki, could not consider these political realities. 

In one of his articles, Sabahaddin accuses Armenians that 

they called the foreign intervention(122). But, these political 

realities are never accepted as factors which were effective 

on Abdulhamid II's politics, neither in Sabahaddin writings 

nor ~n the articles which were published ~n Terakki. 

In fact, Sabahaddin's sympathy for Britain and his 

good relations with Armenians, are reflected in the issues 

about ethnic divisions. On the other hand, the general 

utopian athmosphere concerning Ottoman union ~s observable ~n 

Terakki's political interpretations. M.Sabri ~s very hopeful 

about this union, in his pamphlet following upon the Second 
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Young Turk Congress. He believed that, from that Congress on-

wards there would be a real Ottoman union and particularistic 

activities would come to an end. So, he also tried to 

persuade the people that the Ottoman union would be realized. 

1I ••• hliklimetin sana dedigi gibi karl]l.nda 
bir Ermeni beyldgine call.l]an 'Ermeni Ce
teleri' yoke Bundan b6yle Ermenilerde va
tanl.ml.Zl. zullimden kurtarmak icin bizimle 
birlikte harb edecekler." (123). 

The same unawereness of politics l.S seen ln Terakki's 

vlews about the revolts ln Arabian provinces. A Terakki l.ssue 

glves the good news of the riots which took place ln Baghdad 

and Jiddah. People in Baghdad, succeeded ln abolishing the 

tax which was collected for the Hidjaz Railway(124). Then, 

under the title of "The Question of Syria and Beirut Uprisings", 

the evils of the government are exhibited, once again. 

According to Terakki some lawlessness was supported and 

divisions among the people were provoked by the government. 

Terakki failed to understand these endless struggles and 

called for the union of all people, muslim and non-muslim, 

against the government(125). 

It l.S known that, similar conditions prevailed l.n both 

the Arabian and Eastern Anatolian provl.nces. Arabian prOVl.nces 

had also some peculiar characteristics. These were such 

regions that Ottoman domin~tion could never be established 

completely. Instead, Ottomans survived there through protect-

ing some traditional structures(126). A turmoil in these 

provinces is seen with the decline of Ottoman control. 
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Naturally, traditional power centers tended towards autonomy, 

became subject of foreign intervention, latent conflicts came 

to the surface and all of these factors created problems. 

Under these circumstances, we should be very 

careful as we evaluate. It sees the abolition of the Hidjaz 

Railway tax, as a success. From a humanistic point of view, 

it could be a success, but such point of view is not a valid 

political standpoint. On the other hand, it should be 

remembered that Abdulhamid II, succeded in maintaining 

certain unity through such gestures like constructing the 

pilgrimage railroad which was Hidjaz Railway without foreign 

help. It was also a matter of legitimacy, ~n the eyes of mus

lim subjects of the Empire. 

On the otherhand, Terakki fails to realize that con

flicts between Muslims and Christians in Syria, or the other 

conflicts ~n other provinces, could not be solved just by the 

awekening of the people and by their decisions to unite 

against government. 

2.2. On Decentralization 

It has been said that, one of the basic points of Prince 

Sabahaddin's thought was his emphasis on the issue of 'de

centralization'. Therefore, "decentralization' lS one of the 

ma~n issues which took place ~n Terakki. 

Sabahaddin defended the idea of decentralization from a 

theoretical point of view. Because, first of all, lithe admir-
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able" Anglo-Saxon societies depends upon decentralized 

administration. It seems that, he started from this point. 

Sabahaddin never considered the real conditions of the 

Ottoman Empire, as he defends the uses of decentralization. 

He complained that his programme which was based on decentr

alization, could not be evaluated properly by his 

opponents(127). As he replied to the criticisms of Bahaddin 

Sakir(128), in Terakki again, he never argued on the platform 

of political reality. Their discussion on Sabahaddin's prog

ramme, g~ves a clear idea of the positions(129). 

The first article of the programme offers the foun

dations of administrative decentralization; application of 

the reforms to all Ottoman subjects and rectification of the 

Constitution in necessary cases. 

The second article talks about the rights of the 

elected bodies (like municipalities) ~n decisions concerning 

local ~ssues. A local assembly would be constituted. Taxation 

would be determined by local and governmental authorities and 

a necessary sum of the taxes would be devoted to local 

expenses. 

The third article demands the foundation of a cons

titutional government which would regulate the relations among 

the provinces and their relations with the centre. An assembly 

which was constituted of the elected members of provincial 

assemblies would be founded. 
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The fourth article points t~ the need for the measures 

of election which would satisfy all Ottoman subjects and 

prevent divisions among them. The measures should be in such 

a way that each national group (kavim) would have represent

atives in proportion with their population in certain region, 

so the just participation ~n provincial assemblies would be 

mai nt ai ned. 

The fifth article offers the equality of all Ottoman 

subjects in all fields including the right to go to the 

military schools. 

The sixth article proposes to constitute a gendarme 

organization for internal discipline and order: Each national 

group would participate ~n this organization in proportion 

with its population. Some foreigners would be employed for 

the training of these gendarmes. 

The seventh article says that the administrative and 

judicial officials other than governor general, governor of 

sanjak, director of financial administration of province, 

director of royal register, head of lower court, head of court 

of appeal, public prosecutor (vali, mutasarr~f, defterdar, 

~~fter-i hakani mlidlirli, bidayet ve ·istisaf mahkemeleri reisi 

ve mlidde-i umumileri) would be elected by governer general ~n 

a proper ratio with the population of different "nations". 

The eighth article says that police would be subject 

to the orders of the administrative officials. 
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The ninth article relates to the taxes. Taxes would be 

modified in a proper way and the new taxation system would be 

maintained by new measures and laws. 

The tenth article says that international agreements 

would be guaranteed. 

This programme glves an idea of the idea of decentr

alization taht Prince Sabahaddin and his followers had in 

mind. This is not a clearcut and detailed programme, ln fact 

the technical aspect of its applicability is out of the scope 

of this study. The general outlook is enough to question its 

political applicability which is more important for the pur

pose of this study. 

BahaddinSakir criticized the programme from this 

point of view. This does not mean that Bahaddin $akir and the 

group around $ura-l Ummet were complately right. But, at 

least, Bahaddin Sakir considered some political realities of 

the time. His argument was centered on the well-known problem 

of foreign intervention. Although it appeared to be a 

simplistic approach there was some basis of truth in it. Any

body who knows a little about the world of the late nine

teenth and early twentieth centuries and the conditions of 

the Ottoman Empire, easily concludes that this programme was 

an invitation for foreign intervention. It was not so diffi

cult to realize that every right and autonomy which was given 

to the millets, was a means of intervention and of independ-

ence. 
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"Blitlin bir vilayeti selahiyet-i tam ile 
ellerine b1rakacag1m1z gU yetli azalar 
acaba kimler olacakt1r? Bu azalar, Ara
bistan'da ingilizlerin, Suriye'de Fran
s1zlar1n, Arnavutluk'ta italyanlar1n ve 
Avusturyan1n, vilayet-i sittede Avrupa11 
komitecilerin, Adalarda Yunanistan1n, Ma
kedonya'da Bulgaristan ... ilh ... taht-1 
tesir-i nlifuzunda bulunan ve maksud fi
kirleri ve ellerinde silahlar1 ve bomba
lar1 ve vas1ta-i negrii efkarlar1 olan 
gazeteleri ve risaleleriyle glineg gibi 
agikar olan kimselerden mlirekkeb olursa 
ne yapacag1z?"(l30). 

What were Prince Sabahaddin's relations with the 

British and with the Ottoman millets, is an open question. 

Under these circumstances, it can only be stated that the 

idea of decentralization was far from the realities. 

Pri~ce Sabahaddin insists on his theoretical platform 

of discussion in his reply to Bahaddin Sakir. He emphasizes 

that, decentralization prevents foreign intervention, 

contrary to Bahaddin Sakir's claims. Because, 1n order to 

prevent foreign intervention, there was need for a developed 

society that only the application of science sociale and 

decentralized administration could realize. 

IiMuarizin-i kiram mlisterih olsunlar! Mli
dahele-i ecnebiye ne fen-i i~tima, ne de 
vasi adem-i merkeziyet mukteziyat1ndan
d1r. Hatta bunlar tatbik edildikleri yer
lerde mlidahele-i dahiliyeye en kavi bir 
mania olduklar1 i~in haricin mlidahelesine 
karg1 en metin bir mlidafaa tegkil eder
ler. 

Devletlere igimize kar1gmaY1n demek i~in 
kar1 gt1rmayacak bir idareye malik olma-
11"(131). 

In fact, Sabahaddin was right to a certain extent, as 
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he claims the importance of social development for a 

successful foreign policy. 

Prince Sabahaddin has been criticised on the ground 

that he could not realize the political realities, also 

concernlng the issue of decentralization, and so his theories 

on Ottoman politics remained utopian thoughts. The general 

thought of Sabahaddin does not constitute a political theory. 

Rather, one encounters an adaptation of a French school of 

thought to the problems of Ottoman society. Sabahaddin and 

his friends were not scholars or thinkers, but they were 

intellectuals directly involved in politics. Moreover, they 

had set themselves the urgent task of trying to save Ottoman 

society. Under these circumstances, the practical validity of 

their political thoughts takes on a more immediate signifi

gance. 

2.3. Some Socio-Political Concepts In Terakki 

According to Terakki, people should found the constitu

tional regime consciously' by force. Terakki ' s Vlews on the pos

sibility of short-run political change through people's move

ment, as well as on the question of the Anatolian uprisings 

as a sign of this change have been examined above. In 

addition to this, there is the issue of the popular mentality 

and the socio-political meaning of the state in the Ottoman 

Empire. 

In many ways Terakki diverged from the classical 
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Ottoman mentality by it's emphasis on "the state for .the 

people" as opposed to the Ottoman conception of "the 

paternalistic state". In the classical Ottoman concept there 

was no question of the state's responsibility to it's people 

or of the people's right of checking the state, in the sense 

of western bourgeois state. 

Prince Sabahaddin says that, taxes were for the con-

struction of the public improvements and this idea ~s 

presented ~n manner unlike the classical Ottoman thought. 

Then, he accuses the people of not controling the expenses 

which were paid out of these(132). 

In another article, he accuses the people that they 

did not question the deeds of the Sultan, in terms of Public 

welfare. 

" .bu menfalar, bu sancaklar, bu vila
yetlerden kimse ~~k~pta, yahu ne yap~yor
sun? Biz seni idaremizin ba§1na koyduk 
isek, bag~m1za bir mustebid kesilmen i~in 
degil, menafii umumiyemize hizmet i~in 
koyduk dememi'!" (133). 

The people is assumed to have put the Sultan in 

office, in order to serve for the common good. Moreover, Te-

rakki tried to provoke the people by saying that the Sultan 

behaved as if he was irresponsible in his actions(134). 

Obviously, Sabahaddjn and his friends were under the 

influence of the Western political concepts relating to the 

state and people. Those novel ideas about state's and 

people's positions vis-a-vis each other can be considered as a 
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development in the Ottoman political thought. Interestingly, 

Sabahaddin seems to be ignorant of some other political 

concepts which were also the products of the Western develop-

ment, such as nationalism. 

A non-muslim Ottoman (Nitra) manifests the right of 

nations to live, in the pages of Terakki: 

" ... yagamak hakkl. her ferdin hukuk-u ta
biyesindendir. Efradl.n hayatl. ise mille
tinin hayatl.yla mukayyid olmasl.yla her 
millet yagamak hakkl. tabiyesine malik
tir."(135). 

Nitra also accepted the uses of Ottomanism, as Saba-

haddin believed in, but in a different manner. He believed much 

more in the practical uses of "living together". 

As Sabahaddin dreams of the just and peaceful days of 

the glorious Ottoman Empire, Nitra refuses even the legacy of 

the Ottoman rule over different nations of the Empire. 

Sabahaddin believes that from the rel.gn of Mehmed II 

onwards, administrative decentralization was applied, a 

certain autonomy was granted to different millet's. In fact, 

this policy helped the success of the Ottoman expansion. He 

claims that if this autonomy and decentralization was also 

applied in general, Ottomans would develop in an appropriate 

way(136). The application qf the reforms and the constitu-

tional rule which would realize these policies, would solve 

the Eastern Question, in P.Sabahaddin's mind. Moreover, 

according to him, the solution of the Eastern Question would 
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also be a solution for rivalries among the Great Powers(137). 

While Prince Sabahaddin was involved ~n solving the 

contradictions of the Great Powers, Nitra was even unwilling 

~o compromise on the issue of the mutual coexistance of the 

Ottoman millet's without serious re-ordering of the ruler -

ruled relationships. He questioned the presence of Turks and 

the legacy of their rule over the other nations. He supposed 

them to be "conquerors" and concluded that "conqueror" and 

"conquered" could not live together, in peace. For this 

reason, he attempted to redefine the relations among different 

Ottoman nations(138). 

Nitra was, at least, some sort of Ottomanist, so he 

can not be taken as the representative of all non-muslim 

Ottomans' ideas. There were various ideologies also among the 

non-muslims. Nitra's ideas have been dealt with because he 

has a representative article ~n Terakki. Even this article of 

a moderate non-muslim, shows the difference between Sabahad

din's and a non-muslim Ottoman's political views. Letting 

aside, the political situation in the Empire and the attitudes 

of various millets, this article is enough to show that Saba

haddin and his followers missed the point. In fact, this does 

not mean that only this group of intellectuals missed the 

point, obviously, Ottomanism was not an ideology peculiar to 

Sabahaddin's group. 

Nitra was more realistic. As he questioned the legacy 

of the present Ottoman rule over various millets, he felt 
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that if a non-muslim subject had power to question it, there 

was no longer such a legacy. 

It has been said above that some new political concepts 

like nationalism were ignored by Sabahaddin and his followers. 

In fact, nationalism was a concept which would have helped 

Prince Sabahaddin to understand some political realities in 

the form of particularistic nationalism. On the contrary, as 

stated above, Sabahaddin considered western concepts of state 

and people, as his own. Unfortunately, he made a wrong choice, 

because one could not understand the situation of Ottoman 

Empire at that time, with these foreign tools. 

In the Ottoman context, the state was not an institu-

tional body which could be manipulated by the people and it 

was not responsible to them in that sense. Rather, it was a 

'father' who was the 'protector of the people!. It should be 

remembered that people (also in the case of Anatolian up-

risings) that Terakki talks about) demanded to apply directly 

to the Sultan, when they rebelled. In the Ottoman Empire, 

usually people did not rebel against the state, but just 

the opposite, they wished to demand state's protection. It 

seems that, M.Faz~1 Re§id was not so wrong in saying that 

people were still the same as in the earlier times of the 

Ottoman Empire, during the Abdulhamid II period. 

"Biz Abdlilhamid zaman~nda, hatl.rasl.nda 
bir Kanun-u Esasi lezzeti kalml.§ bulunan 
bir millet degil, Topkap~ saraYl.ndan, Yl.I
d~z'a tevcih-i ubudiyyet etmi§ bir millet
dik." (139). 
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In fact, 1n order to have an idea about any uprising 

against the state in the Ottoman Empire, first of all, there 

is need to know people's 1mage of the state. This image should 

include at least, expectations from the state, the extent of 

its authority and responsibility and concept at legitimate 

rebellion against state. Then, of course, there is need to 

consider the socio-political conditions of the time. 

These two preconditions can not possibly be dealt with 

conclusively within the limits of a short study such as the 

present one. The former enters the field of popular beliefs 

1n the Ottoman Empire and the latter needs detailed analyses 

of the socio-political situation of the Empire, in the nearly 

twentieth century. 

It is out of our purpose to assert to what extent this 

situation had been properly understood by Sabahaddin and his 

followers. Our intention is only to criticize the ideas 1n 

Terakki (which were predominantly Prince Sabahaddin's ideas) 

in order to point out some discrepancies between the real 

situation of the Empire, as we see today, and the mind of an 

Ottoman intellectual (and of his followers) who tried to save 

it. 

This mission of "saving the Empire" 1S the critical 

element in Sabahaddin's thinking. However, the necessary 

analytical categories for the attainment of this aim appears 

to be lacking, for he does not seem to have understood the 

true undercurrents of the developments that were taking place. 
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Instead, he interpreted things as he wished. For instance, he 

believed ln change brought out by the people, so he evaluated 

the Anatolian uprisings as little revolutions and saw the 

people as real revolutionaries. 

But, 1n criticizing Prince Sabahaddin thought, one 

should be wary of being too harsh as even present day intel

lectuals tend to evaluate events selectively. For instance, a 

recent publication on the Anatolian uprisings, concludes that 

the Anatolian people were very revolutionary and the Young 

Turk movement was the product of mass movement(140). 

It 1S a fact of present day Turkey that all ideologies 

are looking for a "historic tradition" which is glven to an 

"over-reading of the past". Some look for a tradition of 

liberalism, some are after an "Anatolian people's tradition 

of rebellion." 
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CONCLUSION 

We have tried to present the ideas which took place ~n 

a Young Turk journal, Terakki. It expresses the ideas of 

Prince Sabahaddin and of his followers. So, we intended to 

give an idea about the mentality of this group of Young 

Turks, through Terakki: This is not a study on Turkish 

intellectual history but rather a proposal on "Turkish intel

lectual sociology" as Mardin calls it(14l). 

We did not make any distinction between Terakki and 

Prince Sabahaddin, as we evaluate the ideas ~n Terakki, 

because they are mainly Sabahaddin's ideas. Then, we have 

concluded that Sabahaddin's group had very similar ideas with 

that of other Young Turks in spite of the fact that Prince 

Sabahaddin had a novel interpretation of Ottoman System. 

He introduced the concepts of private initiative and 

particularistic society. In that respect, he was an important 

figure. But, we should not exagerrate this point. As many 

other Ottoman intellectuals he was a pragmatic thinker who 

searched for a rec~pe ~n order to save Ottoman Empire. He 

found this recipe in the ideas of Demolins and adapted them 

to Ottoman case. Demolins gives primary importance to 

individual and he belongs to such sociological tradition of 

thought. In this respect Sabahaddin seems very distinctive 

and radical. 

The novelty that Sabahaddin brought to the Ottoman 
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system were the ideas of decentralization and private initia

tive as 'ready-made' recipe for the 'rescue' of a polity which 

had 'failed' to achieve certain (Western) standards. Moreover, 

he was not thoroughly informed on the Western instutions yet 

he persisted in judging Ottoman society from the moral, 

political and sociological standpoint of 'Western success'. 

On the other hand, it has been concluded that Sabahad

din could not recognize the political realities of his time. 

This failure partially can be related to the neglect of 

politics and the exagerration of sociological factors. Prince 

Sabahaddin criticized the overemphasis on politics. He thought 

that Ottomans failed because they were too much concerned 

with politics. But, he also failed, this time, because of his 

overemphasis on sociological factors. 

The historical importance of political structure has 

always had a central position in Ottoman society. The fact 

that the Ottoman Empire was thought of as a "failure" led to 

a total rejection of the Ottoman system including the lmpor

tance of it's political structure. This process from Prince 

Sabahaddin's time onwards, produced the present day line of 

thinking of political analyses as 'old-fashioned' and on -

going emphasis on 'chique' sociological models. 

On the other hand, it should never be forgotten that 

those intellectuals whom we criticize lived in the turmoil of 

the 1900's and were ln many respects, the ploneers of our 

society, today. Nobody can deny that Turkey has experienced a 
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very important structural and ideological change. The success 

of this change can be discussed, but such radical transfor

mations are difficult tasks. 

This is the other side of the co~n. If we look at it 

from this perspective, every idea which aimed to transform 

Ottoman society can be taken an element of the accumulation 

which created present Turkish society. This is not to talk 

about the direct influences and contributions of Prince Saba

haddin or any other Ottoman intellectual. Rather, this means 

the consideration of the atmosphere that they created. 
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